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Special Feature  

THE CONSERVATIVE WOMAN  

The Big Pharma Story – Part 3   
 

 2095 ED 

 The seeds for this story go way back in decades to the advent of vaccines 

1 There is one thing in this world that is guaranteed to send 
shivers down the spine of the ordinary person.  And those that 
worked out the truth of that, capitalised on it – Big Time. 
 

 

2 Health – or rather the lack of it - is the scare tactic used for 
decades now by the Big Pharma industry and it pays – Big Time. 
And the thing about money is that it attracts in ways that ill-
health doesn’t.  Put these two properties together and we arrive 
at 2022 – and a picture that becomes clearer by the day. 
   

 

3 This last month, Paula Jardine, writing for The Conservative Woman, had 
prepared a most enlightening investigative 4part article on the subject and 
we are pleased to share it with our readers today.   
 

4 Our purpose in sharing this work with you here is simply to highlight certain 
elements of the piece to draw your attention to the facts behind this story. 
 
THE STORY - PART ONE is here – and below... 
THE STORY - PART TWO 
But now let’s dig down further. 
    

5 THE STORY - PART THREE 
 
The deeper into the story of Big Pharma we go – the more interesting the 
story gets - and the more suspicious all of us are likely to become. 
 
The thing is – money corrupts.  This is a basic fact of life.  The illusion which 
many of us have lived with for so many decades now, is that our many 
institutions around the world are not immune from such corruption.  The truth 
is, that most people who work in these institutions are completely unaware 
of that the corruption exists – in their own workplace.  These people are 
proud to work for these institutions and pleased to reaffirm the objectives 
and principles they have – but without knowing the full reality. 
 
As we go deeper, Paula takes us on an eye-opening journey which reveals so 
much which – at best, looks odd – and at worst, looks decidedly criminal. 
 
Before we get into Part 3, we have some issues to remind ourselves about.  
Do though keep in mind, that this venture into the world of Big Pharma - and 
all the institutions which act in its support - is a very shallow exploratory dive!    
 

https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_e3131e8e97f041168ca3ddbe9cfedc86.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_c66164ff5f684b5697cd8471ff5d0d67.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_07e5c3abcf404e628276883ed37db988.pdf
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6 Firstly though, let us consider some of the basics. 
 
Drug development is an expensive business – and so it should be.  Years of 
research and lab work is necessary to identify the special ingredient which 
will eventually deliver a cure for someone in need.  Mostly, of course, it’s a 
combination of ingredients needed to be found and then there’s best 
delivery methods to be decided on for those ingredients.   
 
Additionally, there is all the testing to be gone through – the Phase ONE, 
TWO and THREE trials that many of us have become accustomed to hearing 
about.  These trials take years – in fact, in some cases, well over ten years to 
complete.  This is because drugs can cause latent - but long-term - negative 
effects, which are not by nature detectable in short-time spans following 
delivery to a person - or a lab rat.  
The Covid vaccines however are a complete exception and the question of 
WHY – now rings very loud indeed.  Or at least it should do for all of us!    
 
But when a drug is accepted by the regulatory institutions around the world 
for letting loose on the public health stage – there are buckets of money to 
be made.  And with that money – wheels can be oiled where necessary. 
 
What makes the business so much more lucrative for the makers is 
something which happened back in 1986.  In that year, an Act was passed by 
Congress in the USA.  This particular Act and the story surrounding it, has 
recently become the subject of a docu-drama called, 1986 The Act.  The film 
tells how Big Pharma became the recipient of financial protection from any 
lawsuits brought against it for negligence. 
 
You will wonder how any corporate could be – should be – given immunity 
from prosecution and liability for any product used by the public – found to 
be faulty.  What the Act achieved – signed into law by Ronald Reagan – was 
a golden pass for any drug maker who succeeded to get their product on the 
official list of approved medications.  Once there, no matter what harm the 
drugs caused a recipient patient – irrespective of whether it was proved as 
the cause of the harm or not – there was/is absolutely no comeback 
available on the maker for any person harmed. 
 
Does that sound right to you?  If your new toaster gave you an electric shock 
due to poor design – assuming you made it through the day – there would 
be a successful claim by you against the maker.  Not here with Big Pharma! 
In the UK, Big Pharma ALSO now has a golden pass - A GET OUT OF GAOL 
FREE CARD – in effect, relative to the Covid jabs. 
 
Why – I hope you ask?  Well, you see, there’s been a lack of testing.  The 1, 2 
and 3 trials have not been completed - anywhere.  In fact, they are still 
ongoing - and not projected to end before 2023, earliest.  It would be unfair 
of course to stack up liability claims against the makers, if their products still 
haven’t been properly tested.  Our government knew this - as they were told 
this – but got us to have the jabs anyway.   
The government clearly didn’t see fit to fill us in on the detail - which may 
have caused unnecessary alarm – I suppose!.   

https://7thchakrafilms.com/
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To our comfort - there’s a claims process in operation now, for anyone 
harmed - but it is limited to £120,000 if a claim is successful.  That is short 
change, however, if you are one of those individuals unable to work for the 
rest of your life due to Covid vaccine injury.  And an increasing number have 
been.  It’s totally useless though if a person has been killed by a Covid jab in 
the arm.   
Politicians might though say, that’s effectively £120,000 saved for the nation.  
 
And although £120,000 is a paltry sum for anyone harmed by a drug, it is the 
other tax payers who will be paying it – not the makers of the poison!       
 

7 All the above was a slightly lengthy intro into Part 3, but it does provide a 
ground base of information which is relevant to this most unsettling of 
stories.   
 
Looking at life and the future profit projections from the standpoint of Big 
Pharma, it is easy to see that the more vaccines which can be jabbed into 
people’s arms – and without any liability for the harms caused - the better.  
Paula explains how the various individuals, their organisations and the 
institutions they side up to, have all worked to promote the worldwide 
acceptance of more and more vaccines.   
 
In the USA, as mentioned in Part 2, children up 18yrs of age will be given – 
according to the approved medication schedule - a total of 72 jabs.  It 
appears that Big Pharma want to spread this regime around the whole world 
- and you can, cynically perhaps, see why.  The trouble is, children in the USA 
are far from being the healthiest children on the planet.  In fact, autism and 
food allergies for example – have disturbing connections with certain 
vaccinations. 
 
This is a film that opens a window on these effects and the cover-ups which 
have kept the truth hidden.  A second film expands the story. 
 
You will recall from Part 2, that in respect of securing global heath for people, 
the idea of clean drinking water, good sanitation and housing - and not least 
good nutritious food in quantity – has been downgraded to second place 
behind the need for vaccines.  It’s vaccines, vaccines and ever more vaccines 
for us all.  And all because – as we are told by Bill Gates - there are 
pandemics on the way and we will need these vaccines.   
It’s interesting that he knows this!   
 
There is a flip side to these predictions, however, which should help to put 
people’s minds at rest – and it’s this.  There is an uncountable collection of 
scientists around the world who not only disagree - with the man from 
Microsoft - but accuse him of making untold sums of money from his fear 
campaign and the vaccines industry he invests in.   
 
And with all that money generated comes the power to influence the future 
outcomes for all of us – including Bill – and all those feeding from Bill’s table! 
It is an interesting cycle – a successful business model – if you can see that. 
 

https://archive.org/details/Vaxxed_20170131
https://archive.org/details/vaxxed-2-the-peoples-truth
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But let’s now take a look at some of the story highlights of Part 3 

8 The WHO’s Global Vaccine Action Plan [GVAP] was put in place to push the 
vaccine agenda worldwide.  You may already be aware that Bill Gates is the 
No2 financial contributor to WHO funding – behind the USA at No1.  Bill was 
the No1 until Joe Biden reversed the USA policy, deciding to help the WHO 
again achieve its goals for the world – and Big Pharma we assume!  
 
To help push the agenda there was no aversion to financially incentivising 
institutions, individuals and healthcare workers, to encourage vaccine take-
up by the unsuspecting and wholly unaware population. 
 
A side note: 
In the USA, many families are refused all healthcare by their local GP 
practitioner, if they refuse the authorised vaccine schedule referred to earlier. 
The reason being, the GP practitioners are rewarded for every jab they get 
administered to the patients they have registered on their surgery roll.  
It’s the typical carrot and stick approach – or coercion by another name.   
 

9 Paula tells us – there are no vaccine regulators in the world which actively 
look for adverse effects occurring in its population.  It is said that, if they did, 
the adverse effects recorded might go off the scale.  Instead, the regulatory 
bodies rely on a passive system of recording those adverse effects. 
 
Bear in mind, the reason for recording the adverse effects is primarily to 
ensure that only safe medications are used on the population.  If people died 
following a vaccine roll-out, we would suppose that the roll-out would be 
halted.  Well, that is the theory at least.  The reality – and particularly with 
respect to Covid jabs – appears to be very different.   
This is subject for a different article another day.     
 
In effect, the above means that it’s the responsibility of the harmed person to 
record the adverse effect.  In the UK, it’s the Yellow Card Scheme which 
records the adverse effects.  In the USA, the system is called VAERS.  The 
trouble here though is threefold.  Many people are completely unaware 
there is a reporting system in place – passive as it is.   
 
Even more alarming is this.  Not all doctors are aware of the schemes - OR 
the need to report the adverse effects to the scheme.  On top of that, the 
process of recording the adverse effects is long [30min or more] and tedious 
apparently.  Some doctors have said that the process is over complicated - 
and that might be purposefully so - to discourage completion.   
Due to this, many doctors choose to spend their precious time doing clinical 
work rather than admin work. 
 
You could not blame them – of course.  But who is the real looser? 
   

10 And then there is the Biggy! 
 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/the-yellow-card-scheme-guidance-for-healthcare-professionals
https://vaers.hhs.gov/
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Leading on from the policy to get the whole world fully jabbed up, comes 
the need to know who is jabbed – with what - and of course when.  Here is 
born the ultimate surveillance system.   
We have all heard about Covid passes being on our phones.  Well, 
depending on where we each are on the jab’s government determined 
schedule, we will be allowed access to different things.  Things like, 
countries, airline travel, restaurants and even hospitals. 
 
This plan however is deficient, since not everyone in the world has a smart 
phone – and those who do – well, many will not be willing to use it for this.  
Enter AI and below the skin monitoring tech. 
 
Bill Gates has laughed at this idea - saying chips will not be inserted into 
people – and certainly not without them knowing. 
 
Well, take a look at this article out of New Zealand – just for starters! 
It suggests that all of us who have been jabbed have now got self-
assembling nanotech in our bodies.   
I don’t recall being asked if I was OK with that.  I also know of no one else 
who has – let alone agreeing to having an implant – and by this route. 
 
This kind of tech is already being promoted in certain countries.  Admittedly, 
it is sold completely unrelated to vaccines – at least apparently so. 
 
The way it’s sold is by telling people the benefits of having the tech in their 
bodies.  Some people love this kind of thing.  They are called Early Adopters!  
The more tech they have, the more they seem to like it. 
 
I predict we will begin to see the medi-tech corporates singing the 
nanotech’s praises a little further down the line – encouraging us to take the 
nanotech because of the benefits it will give us – and them too, I guess! 
 
So, you might just imagine for a moment this scenario. 
Let’s say, the whole world population has been jabbed – just like Bill Gates 
said he wanted to see happen – to combat Coronavirus.  Again, bear in mind 
that this is a virus that has been proved to centre on people over the age of 
86 - and has an above 96% recovery rate for everyone else. 
 
With 7billion of us marked with our jab history – with under the skin nanotech 
- all of us could be restricted from travel and entry into anything the 
governments might decide on a whim - and at any time.  With this kind of 
tech – with this kind of control – you, like me, might be wondering where the 
story might end.   
 
Anyone who has knowledge of religious text – and that is not me – might 
draw some parallels here with the term Mark Of The Beast.   
It is worth taking a look. 
   

11 So, as we said last time in respect of Part Two - where we are now, is a place 
where we should be asking some very deep and searching questions.  They 
should be forming on the tip of our tongues at this very point! 

https://principia-scientific.com/new-zealand-scientists-find-nanotech-in-pfizer-covid-shots/
https://beastmark.org/
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We will keep digging and asking - and think you should too! 
 
Next up – will be Part Four of this eye-opening subject that is Big Pharma. 
 

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: David Charles 

 Source: Tetbury CONNECT: Magazine 

4 LINK Part ONE: How Big Pharma sold vaccines to the world 

4 LINK Part TWO: How Big Pharma sold vaccines to the world 

5 LINK Paula Jardine – Source Article: Part THREE 

6 LINK 1986 The ACT 

7 LINK Film: VAXXED 

7 LINK Film: VAXXED II 

9 LINK The UK Yellow Card scheme: guidance for healthcare professionals, 
patients and the public - for reporting adverse reactions 
 

9 LINK The USA VAERS scheme: for reporting adverse reactions 

10 LINK New Zealand Scientists Find Nanotech In Pfizer COVID Shots 

10 LINK Mark Of The Beast 

  FURTHER READING 

 LINK Bill Gates: Vaccines can limit the population growth by 10-15% ??? 
Correct – he says LIMIT - NOT grow! 

 LINK Bill Gates: Warning of viruses to come which we all need vaccines to 
save us from.     

 LINK Bill Gates: Sadly, Omicron is better at protecting people than vaccines  

 LINK Dr Simone Gold - ER doctor and lawyer explains about vaccines 

 LINK Dr David Cartland 

 LINK Friends and allies: The Gates Foundation and British scientists 

   

 PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THIS ARTICLE 

https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/magazine
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_e3131e8e97f041168ca3ddbe9cfedc86.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_c66164ff5f684b5697cd8471ff5d0d67.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_07e5c3abcf404e628276883ed37db988.pdf
https://7thchakrafilms.com/
https://archive.org/details/Vaxxed_20170131
LINK
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/the-yellow-card-scheme-guidance-for-healthcare-professionals
https://vaers.hhs.gov/
https://principia-scientific.com/new-zealand-scientists-find-nanotech-in-pfizer-covid-shots/
https://beastmark.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaF-fq2Zn7I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Af6b_wyiwI&t=337s
https://rumble.com/vva6iy-bill-gates-makes-shocking-admission-on-omicron-variant.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/5R5NBblHbBLn/
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_ee3d512748114ddf80108ce1b111b249.pdf
https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/friends-and-allies-the-gates-foundation-and-british-scientists/
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 Opportunity to join the CONNECT team and network 

 END 

 

 

 

https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/connect-m3

